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How to get the most out of your  

CV templates 
 

You can quickly and easily change the design through fonts and colours by: 

1. Selecting the ”Design” tab in the Word menu 

2. Press the ”Colours” button, in the Design menu 

 

3. Select a pre-set colour combination  
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4. Or customise your colours  

5. Press the “Fonts” button in the Design menu.

 
6. Select a pre-set combination of fonts 

7. Adjust the size of the font to keep your headlines to one line. 

Make sure to change the other equivalent headings to the same font to maintain a uniform 

impression. Do this by  

 selecting the heading (as shown below)  

 clicking the ”Format Painter” (the icon with the paintbrush)  

 and then selecting the whole heading you want to edit. 

When you do this, the text you selected will change format (font, colour, size) to be the 

same as the original text you had selected. Repeat this for all the headings.  
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8. The layout of the “modern” CV template is designed very simply as a table with two 

columns and one row (with extra space between the cells, see below). This means that the 

text on page 2 is in the same column and row as on page 1. Be aware of this when you edit 

the text. For example, if you delete a position on page 1, the text from page 2 will move up 

to page 1. 

9. On both templates, the contact information and photo are placed in a table in the header 

of the first page. 
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10. In order to replace the photo in the template, all you have to do is right-click the picture 

and select ”Change picture” in the menu that will appear. 

 

Then select “From a file” and locate the picture, you want to use, on your computer. 

 

Do crop/reduce your photo if needed, in order to fit it into the space provided and avoid 

shifting the layout of the page. It is better to zoom in on your face than to include your 

shoulders; your face should appear close and not too small.  

 

11. When you use the “traditional” template, the layout looks as in the picture below. 

 

The text below “Key Strengths” is a table with two columns and one row.  

 

The text below “Education” is also in a table with two columns. If you need to insert more 

rows for educations, you can do it by holding your mouse over the bottom left corner of 

the row to make a “+” appear (see below). 

 

After you have inserted a new row, you can copy+paste the text from the other rows in 

order to keep the same formatting – for a uniform impression – in all the rows. Use the 

same approach to insert additional Key Strengths (i.e. add a new row by clicking “+”). 
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12. The text below “Experience” is also in a table with two columns. You can insert more rows 

by holding your mouse over the bottom left corner of the cell and clicking the “+”. Then 

copy+paste the text from a similar cell in order to keep the formatting uniform. 

 

13. The text below “IT and Languages” consists of four columns and three rows. You can insert 

a new row by holding your mouse over the bottom left corner and clicking the “+” when it 

appears.   

 

Then copy+paste the text from a similar cell in order to keep the formatting uniform

14. The text in the remainder of the template (profile at the top, ”Most proud of” and ”Leisure 

time”) are not in tables, so you can edit it the same way you would usually edit a Word 

document.  

 


